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I glance at the \planning vs. reactivity" debate from
the viewpoint of building autonomous mobile robots,
and sketch an integration proposal.

Why autonomous navigation is dicult

In its essence, the problem of planning and controlling
the motion of a mobile robot may appear pretty innocuous: you are given an environment, a robot with certain
motor capabilities, a starting location, and a goal location, and you must nd a way to have the robot move to
the goal location. Fine: you compute a sensible path,
grab the robot's controls, and guide it through this path
to its goal. Voila. But consider what happens when the
robot itself , expected to behave autonomously, must
solve this problem. According to the above scenario,
it should use its knowledge of the environment, and of
the location of the target and of itself in this environment, to plan a path to the goal. It should also use its
knowledge of its own motion capabilities | the actions
it can perform, their preconditions, and their expected
e ects. Finally, it should know what its goals are. (In
this case, simply going to that single location).
We can make a number of assumptions on the accuracy of each of these types of knowledge. Depending
on the assumptions made, the problem's statement and
the problem's challenges vary enormously. Unfortunately, in any non-idealized case involving a real robot
in a real-world environment none of the above types
of knowledge is accurate. More to the point, most of
the inaccuracy is inherent to the problem, and cannot
be overcome by building a more sophisticated machine.
The accuracy of the agent's knowledge about its environment is bounded by the noise and limited range of
its sensors, and by the precision and granularity of the
prior information. This is true, in particular, of agent's
knowledge about its own location, and about the location of the target position. The complexity of the environment and the presence of other agents may cause
unpredictable changes, and knowledge of the current
state cannot be safely projected, whatever its quality.
The e ect of each action is muddled by errors in the
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e ectors, as well as by the weakness of the knowledge
about the situation where it is performed. Finally, the
agent's knowledge about its very goals may be inaccurate: e.g., goals may become clearly de ned only during
execution | I nd out where exectly Versailles is only
after my arrival in Paris; or new goals may be discovered
that were unknown (and unknowable) at planning time
| the telephone rings while I am carrying a fruitcake
to the kitchen.
This inherent weakness of knowledge hinders any
naive solution of the problem of autonomous mobile
robot motion planning. The granularity of any planning
activity is limited by the granularity of the knowledge
available at planning time. But a coarse plan involves
complex atomic steps, and the uncertainty about the
success (or even feasibility) of each step increases with
its complexity. To make things worse, all agent's decisions and actions must take place at the time-scale of
its environment: new goals, or unexpected world states,
may need immediate attention. To be sure, the consequences of uncertainty and the delay of decision making
could both be mitigated by limiting the range of the
planning activity | ideally, by \planning" one step at
a time. But this would be done at the cost of running
into a number of well-known limited horizon problems.
The eld's literature often mentions the obituaries of
two agents that failed in the delicate balance of careful
forward-thinking and quick reactive response: Ponder,
who was computing the provably best way to get out
of the rails as the 10:54 express train was approaching;
and Dynamo, who went downstairs to look for a gas
leak carrying his reliable oil lantern.

Current solutions

Not surprisingly, AI researchers have faced this seemingly overwhelming web of problems by trying to isolate
some of them as the focus of exploration, while treating
all the others as noise to (momentarily) abstract from.
The bet was that ideal solutions developed for the zeronoise case would extend to the full case by just adding
some speci c mechanisms to them. The rst problem
to be isolated was the automatic generation of abstract
plans | plans were generated, possibly proved correct,
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Figure 1: (a) \Planning- rst." (b) \Reactivity- rst."
and executed in simulated worlds where all the necessary information was available, complete and correct
(e.g., [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971]). When the necessity
arose of having a robot to physically execute those plans
in a real (though simpli ed) environment, the planning
mechanisms would be enriched with devices that try to
cope with some of the messy aspects | see Figure 1(a).
Typical devices include a sophisticated execution module to take care of the low-level execution details; an
execution monitor to check the actual state of the world
during execution and re-direct branches of conditional
plans accordingly; and re-planning capabilities in case
the monitor detects an excessive deviation from the assumptions made at planning time. All of these techniques were already incorporated, at the beginning of
the seventies, in Shakey the robot [Nilsson, 1984], and
approaches based on extending a somewhat classic planning framework to cope with some of the challenges of
real-world autonomous operations are still proposed in
the literature. For example, [Simmons, 1990] incorporates some reactivity within a planning framework by
introducing a number of real-time monitoring and deliberation devices; and [Lazanas and Latombe, 1992]
show how to use path-planning techniques despite some
(bounded) uncertainty in the sensors and e ectors.
By the second half of the eighties mobile robots were
starting to inhabit many AI laboratories, and the nger was now on how they could e ectively interact with
their environment. It was felt that the situation where
\things do not go as expected" was much more the
norm than the exception. As a consequence, many researchers rejected the idea of temporal projection as
based on too unrealistic assumptions, instead trying
to base agent's behavior on local, instantaneous perceptual data. Many proposal of reactive systems for
controlling mobile robots ourished almost simultaneously. Most of these systems can be seen as specialized robot programming languages, normally based on
short stimulus{response loops incorporating little or not
state. The program itself was meant to be written by
a human programmer for a speci c task: the need for
an abstract automatic planning activity was now relegated in the background as noise. Some researchers fo-
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Figure 2: (a) \Integrated." (b) \Two-levels."
cussed on how complex activities can result from simple
reactive mechanisms (e.g., [Agre and Chapman, 1987;
Firby, 1987]); others went as far as denying the necessity of any symbolic process tout court [Brooks, 1987].
A third group acknowledged the need for symbolic planning in autonomous agents, and tried to extend reactive
systems with some hooks to higher-level deliberation
process | either in the concepts or in the architecture.
One solution was to provide ways to bias a general reactive system toward the achievement of a goal by imposing constraints [Drummond, 1989], or by exploiting geometric reasoning [Payton et al., 1990]. A perhaps more
widespread approach sees planning as the goal-directed
compilation of one instance of some type of reactive
machine where the goal, and the corresponding plan,
have been hard-wired (e.g., [Kaelbling, 1988]; [Nilsson,
1992]) | see Figure 1(b). This view of planning is reminiscent of \universal plans" [Schoppers, 1987], where a
plan is seen as a pre-compiled speci cation of reactions
to each possible situation. However, the languages of
reactive systems are often much more complex than the
action notations manipulated by existing planners, and
the feasibility (and cost!) of automatically generating
programs for these systems remains largely unexplored.
Whether planning-oriented or reactivity-oriented,
most researchers working on situated activity seem to
agree that autonomous agents need both types of capabilities. Some work has been done that takes this
need as primitive, and adopt the integration itself as
the main focus. The idea here is that action is determined by the dynamic interaction between an intended
plan and the environmental contingencies, and the urging question is how to model this interaction. A possible
approach consists in embedding both the deliberation
and the reactive control mechanisms into one homogeneous framework | see Figure 2(a). An interesting
example of this approach is provided by the PRS system [George and Lansky, 1987]. PRS is meant to be
a computational embodiment of a formal theory of rational agency based on the interaction between belief,
desires and intentions. Although PRS does not enforce
any particular interaction schema in its architecture,1
1 To this respect, PRS is not a planner nor a reactive
controller | it just provides mechanisms to write them.
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Figure 4: Fuzzy blending of behaviors.

its mechanisms suggest that low-level control and highlevel deliberation activities be tightly intermingled. In
fact, deliberative and reactive activities are carried on
in PRS by essentially the same algorithms using the
same representations inside one single execution loop.
An alternative approach consists in keeping strategic
planning and reactive control in two separate modules, on the ground that these two essentially different problems call for essentially di erent representation and reasoning mechanisms (e.g., [Arkin, 1990;
Gat, 1991]). However, in order to ensure integration,
some authors have insisted on the importance of a
shared plan representation [Hanks and Firby, 1990]; i.e.,
a representation that is both adequate for specifying
complex reactive controls, and for being reasoned about
by higher level deliberative processes. The proposal I
sketch below is meant to illustrate this point.

over the space of possible e ector commands from its
particular viewpoint [Ruspini, 1991]. Secondly, many
behaviors can be active at the same time. However,
each behavior is associated with a context of applicability: the activation level of each behavior depends on
how much the present situation matches that behavior's
context. The fuzzy controller blends all the active behaviors, by generating e ector commands that best satisfy all of them, modulo their respective activation levels. Figure 4 illustrates this blending: Keep-Off and
Follow are behaviors for obstacle avoidance and corridor following, respectively. In (a), an obstacle has been
detected, and the preferences of Keep-Off are gradually gaining importance: Flakey slows and turns away
from the obstacle. In (b), the path is clear, and the goaloriented preferences expressed by Follow regain dominance. (See [Ruspini, 1990; Saotti and Ruspini, 1993;
Congdon et al., 1993] for more on Flakey's fuzzy controller.)
Behaviors are activated by the presence in the LPS
of a control structure. In a nutshell, a CS is a triple
S = hA; B; C i, where A is the representation of some
object in the agent's workspace; B is a behavior involving that object; and C is a fuzzy predicate expressing
the context of applicability. A typical CS can be
hCorr1; Follow; near(Corr1)i
A CS can be thought of as an active object: as the
agent approaches Corr1, the truth value of near(Corr1)
increases; corresponding, the preferences generated by
Follow gain importance, and the agent is lead to follow the corridor. More complex behaviors can be produced by sets of CS's. For example, suppose that the
following CS's are in LPS
S 1 = hCorr1; Follow; near(Corr1) ^ :near(Door1)i
S 2 = hDoor1; Cross; near(Door1)i
and that the agent is near(Corr1). Then, it will be
driven by S 1 to follow the corridor until it eventually approaches Door1 (supposed to be part of Corr1),
where S 2 will become dominant, leading the agent
through the door. Notice that sequencing of S 1 and S 2

Sketch of an integration proposal

I outline here a proposal for a two-level integrated approach that takes the idea of shared plan representation seriously. This proposal has been implemented and
tested on the SRI mobile robot Flakey, and is fully described elsewhere [Saotti et al., 1993].
Figure 3 shows the architecture used. All the elementary behaviors that the agent can exhibit are implemented by a fuzzy reactive controller: these include
\innate" behaviors, like avoiding obstacles; \purposeful" behaviors, like reaching a given position; and \perceptual" behaviors, like trying to detect a door. Behaviors take their input from a common storage structure,
named local perceptual space (LPS), where perceptual
data, interpretations built from these data, and control
structures (CS's) are maintained. CS's are the basic
ingredient of the shared plan representation: they are
representation of subgoals created by the planner and
exploited by the controller to orient agent's activity. In
order to understand how this functions, I need to say
how fuzzy behaviors are de ned and combined.
Fuzzy behaviors are peculiar in two respects. Firstly,
they do not directly generate e ector commands; instead, each behavior generates a desirability measure
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Figure 5: A sample run.
is not pre-imposed, but emerges as a result of behaviors' successfully producing their e ects (in this case,
near(Door1)). The actual activation order of the CS's
depends on the contingencies encountered.
The above suggests that sets of CS's (CS-sets) are an
adequate mechanism for writing complex real-time controls. In order to t them in place in Figure 2(b) above,
I will now show that they are also an adequate representation to be reasoned about by a high level deliberation
process. To see this, notice that each fuzzy behavior
can be abstractly described by a template that states
its expected e ect, when executed under certain conditions. For instance, the following templates describe
the Follow and Cross behaviors.
Preconditions:
Protect:
Effect:
Behavior:
Artifact:
With-binding:

near(?c)
perceived(?c)
near(?p)
Follow
?c
corridor(?c), part-of(?c, ?p)

Preconditions:
Effect:
Behavior:
Artifact:
With-binding:

near(?d)
at(?p)
Cross
?d
door(?d), leads-to(?d, ?p)

The \With-Binding" eld constrains variable instantiation; the \Protect" eld expresses a condition required
during all the activation of the behavior (see below).
Given a goal G, the task of the planner is to generate
a CS-set from the templates such that: 1) G is entailed
by the expected e ect of some of the CS's in the plan;
and 2) the preconditions of each CS are either already
true in the initial state, or are expected to be brought
about by some other CS. Each CS's context is built by
anding that CS's preconditions and the negation of its
e ect (see S 1 and S 2 above).
Figure 5 shows an actual run on Flakey. Flakey was
given the goal \at(Room-5)", and a sparse map of its
environment. Based on these, the planner has gener-

Figure 6: Temporal evolution of CS activations.
ated the set of CS's listed on the left of Figure 6.2 Beside each CS is a plot of its activation level over time
during the execution of the plan. Notice the emerging
sequencing of behaviors at (d), and around (g), and the
interaction between purposeful behaviors and reactive
obstacle avoidance | after (c), and around (d), (e) and
(g). The interaction right after (g) is particularly interesting. Cross(Door-5) relies on prior information
about the door position; as this turns out to be fairly
o , Keep-Off(OG) raises to avoid colliding with the
edge of the wall. The combined e ect is that Flakey
engages the opening that is \more or less at the estimated position." The ability to integrate prior knowledge, extracted from the map used at planning time,
and perception is one potential advantage of having a
shared plan representation.
The two Sense CS's provide a more sophisticated
example of integration between perception and action.
The \Protect" condition in the corridor-follow template
expresses the need for real-time registration of the corridor. To ensure this, the planner has included the Sense
CS's, based on the following template:3
Preconditions:
Effect:
Behavior:
Artifact:
With-binding:

near(?c)
perceived(?c)
Sense
?c
corridor(?c)

When entering a new corridor, Flakey needs to register
it | (a) and (d); after traveling a few feet, the walls are
perceived, and Flakey can move more freely (b). However, if Flakey loses track of the walls for a while (in (e)
a wall is occluded by boxes) the Sense behavior regains
importance and slows Flakey down until re-registration
occurs (f). Notice that no reasonable a priori order
could have been established between the executions
of corridor-following and corridor-sensing. Also, notice that explicit planning for perceptual actions could
hardly be accounted for by plain path-planning.
CS's are named after their behaviors and artifacts. OG
is an \Occupancy-Grid", used for obstacle avoidance.
3
The Sense behavior prefers slow and straight motion,
as this is known to help sonar-based perception of walls; to
perceive a corridor, Flakey needs to perceive its walls.
2

Conclusion

A solution to the problem of intelligent situated agency
should include capabilities for both planned and reactive behavior. Many researchers have tried to extend
solutions developed for the planning or the reactivity
side alone to cover the other half of the problem. However, it is suggested that an integrated solution should
attack both sides from the beginning, i.e., from the very
de nition of what a plan is. To illustrate this point, I
have reported some recent work on an integrated architecture [Saotti et al., 1993]. This architecture does
not rede ne in any substantial way the task of the planner, or the one of the controller: it rede nes the notion of a plan. Instead of being a (partially) ordered
set of operators, the plans I have discussed are sets of
situation!behavior rules; and instead of specifying a
sequence of discrete steps to execute, these plans induce a bias on a continuous reactive execution. Overall, the example I have discussed can be seen as a computational embodiment of the \plans as resources for
actions" suggestion of Lucy Suchman [Suchman, 1987].
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